
Glentanar camp 
No. 4 Company, Canadian Forestry Corps,  

 
From: Neil B  
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2022 4:12 PM 

To: Bob Briggs 

Subject: No. 4 Company, Canadian Forestry Corps, Glentanar camp 

Dear Bob, 
Please find attached a number of photographs of the Glentanar camp with accompanying 
sketch site map. 
The Aberdeenshire Historic Environment Record for the site lists the following: 
* remains of fireplaces and chimney stacks, two of stone and one of brick, in the woods above 

and south of Burnroot, but only one located and photographed. 

* roughly levelled and revetted earthwork platforms, possibly part of the camp - not located.  

*at least three pits - two visible in foreground of chimney stack photograph. 

* remains of a cylindrical metal stove or boiler. labelled 'camp comfort' - not located. 

* two large concrete walls and five concrete blocks with bolts in their tops -photographed. 

* relocated timber hut adjacent to Burnroot Farm - photographed.  

 

The ground south of the road appears to have been levelled and possibly raised to create a 
timber yard. 
Access was limited by current timber extraction, possibly in the wake of Storm Arwen. It may be 
worth returning when these works have been completed to attempt to locate other 
foundations, as well as the lade and dam, which though marked on the Ordnance Survey map 
could not be located. 
Regards, 
Neil 
 

 
 



 
No. 4 Company, Canadian Forestry Corps, Glentanar camp 

 
Glentanar Chimney, photo 1 



 
Glentanar Chimney, photo 2 

 
Glentanar view to Dee, photo 3 



 
Glentanar -  hut, photo 4 

 
Glentanar field concrete base, photo 5 



 
Glentanar - tall concrete walls and bases with metal fixings, photo 6 

 
Glentanar - metal frame to left of wall, photo 7 



 
Glentanar - concrete base with car seat frame! photo 8 

 
Glentanar concrete bases with metal fixings, photo 9 



 
Glentanar concrete bases 2, photo 10 

 
Glentanar wall, photo 11 

 
Glentanar - concrete base field 2, photo 12 

 


